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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes amulti-level feature learning framework for human action recognition
using a single body-worn inertial sensor. The framework consists of three phases, respec-
tively designed to analyze signal-based (low-level), components (mid-level) and seman-
tic (high-level) information. Low-level features capture the time and frequency domain
property while mid-level representations learn the composition of the action. The Max-
margin Latent Pattern Learning (MLPL) method is proposed to learn high-level semantic
descriptions of latent action patterns as the output of our framework. The proposedmethod
achieves the state-of-the-art performances, 88.7%, 98.8% and 72.6% (weighted F1 score)
respectively, on Skoda, WISDM and OPP datasets.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years, sensor-based human action recognition (HAR) plays a key role in the area of ubiquitous computing due to
its wide application in daily life [1–6]. In most cases, utilization of raw data without special process is impractical since raw
recordings confound noise and meaningless components. Therefore, the process of feature extraction and feature learning
is supposed to be conducted [7], which is commonly based on the sliding window technique through sampling overlapping
frames from signal streams [8]. In general, studies on sensor-based HAR have mainly focused on low-level [9–12] and mid-
level [13–15] features.

Low-level features include statistical features [9,10], frequency-domain features [11,12] and some hand-crafted meth-
ods [16]. Low-level features are popular owing to their simplicity as well as their acceptable performances across a variety
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of action recognition problems. However, their simplicity is often accompanied by less discrimination in representation,
considering that actions are often highly complex and diverse in daily-life cases.

Compared with low-level features, mid-level features which are mainly obtained through dictionary learning meth-
ods [14,15] have proven to be more robust and discriminative [13]. The representations include the sparse coding
method [17] and the bag-of-words (BOW) algorithm [15]. These methods analyze components (motion primitives) and
explore inherent structures of signals. However, when the dictionary size is relatively large, mid-level features would
suffer high computation, redundancy in representation and further burden the following classification. In this paper, we
reduce the redundancy of the mid-level representation by introducing high-level features, which can achieve better overall
performances and be robust to dictionary size.

Many studies have applied probabilistic graphical models [18,19] and pattern-mining methods [20–24] in semantic
(high-level) recognition tasks. However, few works focus on feature learning methods in sensor-based HAR. In this paper,
a semantic feature learning algorithm is proposed on two motivations. First, it can remove the redundancy in mid-level
representation. A compact and discriminative description can be achieved by applying a latent pattern learning method on
mid-level features. Second, implementing semantic analysis on sensor signals is an efficient and intuitive way to discover
and dealwith the variety of action patterns, and thus it can remove ambiguities in descriptions of the action. In particular, the
ambiguities mainly come from two aspects, physical level and annotation level, both of which make it difficult to generate
generalized good features in HAR tasks [8]. At the physical level, one challenge is that different or even the same people
who conduct the same action may produce completely different signals due to changes in environment, which is called the
intra-class variability [25]. For example,walking style inmorning after a good sleep commonly differs from the one after day’s
hardwork. The other challenge is the inter-class similarity [26], which refers to the similarity among different actions such as
‘drinkingmilk’ and ‘drinking coffee’. As the inter-class similarity is generally resolved through obtaining additional data from
different sensors [27] or analyzing co-occurring actions [28], our work focuses on dealing with the intra-class variability. At
the annotation level, a specific action performed in many ways can be cognitively identified as the same one [29]. Take
‘cleaning the table’ as an example. It is rational to consider cleaning table from right to left and from up to down as the same
action, though they behave absolutely differently in signal records. For those reasons, generalized features that are directly
learned from action perspectives would compromise to the common characteristic shared by different action patterns,
resulting in ambiguous feature representations [30]. Inspired by Multiple-Instance Learning (MIL) [31,32], our solution is
to mine discriminative latent patterns from actions and construct features based on descriptions of those patterns, which
can eliminate ambiguities from both physical and annotation levels. We name this method the Max-margin Latent Pattern
Learning (MLPL) method. Instead of being constrained by generic property, the MIL method is a natural solution given that
the diversity inside the class can be learnt. Although MIL methods are widely performed in computer vision [33,34], as for
sensor-based HAR problems, relevant works are mainly designed to cope with sparse annotation [35,36]. Instead of dealing
with sparsely labeled cases, MLPL proposed in this paper implements MIL to learn discriminative latent patterns of actions,
by which high-level features would be acquired.

In this paper, we integrate the advantages of low-, mid- and high-level features and propose the framework known
as Multi-Level Complementary Feature Learning (MLCFL). To avoid being confused with the high-level feature learned by
the latent pattern learning process, the output feature of our framework is denoted as Multi-Level Complementary Feature
(MLCF). In particular, this framework learns multi-level features through three phases, which are respectively designed to
analyze signal-based (low-level), components (mid-level) and semantic (high-level) information. In the first phase, the low-
level feature (statistical values, FFT coefficients, etc.) is extracted from raw signals. In the second phase, from the component
perspective, the mid-level representation can be attained through hard coding processes and occurrence statistics. In the
third phase, the MLPL method, from the semantic perspective, is implemented on the Compl feature (the concatenation
of low- and mid-level features) to obtain MLCF as the output of this framework. Various experiments on Opp [37,38],
Skoda [39] andWISDM [40] datasets show thatMLCF possesses higher feature representation ability than low- andmid-level
features. Moreover, compared with existing methods, the method we proposed achieves state-of-the-art performances. Our
contributions in this paper are as follows:

1. A multi-level feature learning framework MLCFL is constructed, which consists of three phases including low-level
feature extraction, mid-level components learning and high-level semantic understanding. The output feature is
learned level by level, possessing higher representation ability than low- and mid-level features.

2. An efficient and effective latent pattern learningmethodMLPL is proposed to learnhigh-level features, each dimension
of which refers to the confidence score of corresponding latent action pattern.

3. Our framework is evaluated on three popular datasets and achieves state-of-the-art performances.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work; Section 3 describes the MLCFL framework
for action recognition; Section 4 presents and analyzes experimental results; finally, we conclude the study in Section 5.

2. Related work

Researches in the area of sensor-based HAR have been ever increasing in the past few years [8,16,18,41]. Numerous
methods have been proposed in designing, implementing and evaluating action recognition systems. In this section, we
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review typically practical methods in terms of feature representation, specifically from low- [9–12,16,42] as well as mid-
[13,14,43] perspectives and demonstrate how each method is applied to the specific action recognition task. As few works
focus on designing high-level features, an additional review is presented on prevalent approaches involving semantic
understanding of actions [18,19,21–24,28,41,44]. Besides, a brief overview about other representative methods [35,45] is
summarized.

Low-level features are designed to capture signal-based information. Statistical metrics are the most common ap-
proaches, which include mean, variance, standard deviation, energy, entropy and correlation coefficients [9,10]. Fourier
Transform (FT), Wavelet Transform (WT) [46], Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [47] as well as auto-regressive (AR)
coefficients [48] are also commonly applied in HAR tasks for their promising performances. Kang et al. [12] analyzed
electromyography (EMG) signals by extracting conventional auto-regressive coefficients and cepstral coefficients as features.
Hammerla et al. [16] designed the hand-crafted feature based on the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) to
preserve characteristics of inertial signal distribution. Plötz et al. [42] improved on that work and proposed the ECDF-PCA
feature. They implemented the Principal Component Analysis (PCA)method on signals normalized by ECDF and significantly
improved performance. In this paper, statistical values, FFT coefficients and ECDF-PCA are calculated as low-level features
to demonstrate the generalization ability of the proposed framework.

Mid-level features are generally extracted from the low-level ones to explore the components and structural information
of signals. They are prevalent in HAR tasks for robustness against noise and discrimination in representations [13,14].
Huynh et al. [15] and Zhang et al. [43] implemented the bag-of-words (BOW) model to obtain statistical descriptions of
motion primitives. Their works showed the effectiveness of the BOWmodel in sensor-based action recognition tasks. Blanke
et al. [49] extracted the occurrence statistics feature from low-level actions in a way that is similar to Huynh et al. [15] and
then implemented the JointBoosting-framework. One characteristic of their method was to adopt a top-down perspective,
using a feature selection algorithm to learn the distinctive motion primitives from the labeled high-level action. Sourav
et al. [13] and Christian et al. [14] both utilized sparse coding and adopted the convolution basis, which could resist shifts
in time and thus reduce redundancy of basis. Our work is similar to [43], in which the mid-level representation is achieved
through hard coding and occurrence statistics.

High-level recognition tasks mainly focus on obtaining intuitive and semantic descriptions of actions. Pattern-mining
methods [20–24,28] and probabilistic graphical models [18,19] are themost prevalent approaches. Pattern-miningmethods
explore the diversity in human actions through learning discriminative action patterns and motion primitives. Huynh
et al. [28] applied probabilistic topic models which stemmed from the text processing community to automatically extract
action patterns from sensor data. They described the recognition of daily routines as a probabilistic combination of learned
patterns. Liu et al. [20] presented an algorithm capable of identifying temporal patterns from low-level actions and utilized
these temporal patterns to further represent high-level human actions. Various methods have also been proposed based on
probabilistic graphical models [18,19] to capture the temporal, sequential, interleaved or concurrent relationship among
motion primitives. However, graphical models are limited to capturing rich temporal relationships in complex actions
and also suffer from the exponential increase in calculation when the number of involved actions grows [20]. Instead of
modeling temporal relationships, we propose an efficient pattern-mining approach,which takes advantage of being compact
in representation, intuitive in understanding and efficient in calculation.

Multiple-Instance Learning (MIL) methods in HAR have been widely applied to cope with scarcity of annotation. Maja
et al. [35] proposed a framework involving MIL as a weakly supervised recognition method to deal with scarcity of labels
and proved its robustness to erroneous labels. Similarly, MIL methods with several novel extensions were introduced to
handle different annotation strategies in action recognition [36]. Instead of dealing with annotation scarcity, MLPL proposed
in this paper implementsMIL to explore latent patterns in human actions, bywhich the high-level featurewould be acquired.

Other representative works in HAR include template matching methods, heuristic methods and deep learning ones.
Templatematchingmethods often derived fromDTWand LCSS algorithm. Hartmann et al. [50] proposed Segmented DTW to
recognize and bound the gesture in each frame through finding the bestmatch among the object and all templates of different
classes. Nonsegmented DTW proposed by Stiefmeier et al. [51] was a more efficient variation through reusing the previous
computation. Nguyen-Dinh et al. [52,53] improved LCSS algorithm and proposed WarpingLCSS and SegmentedLCSS, which
were more efficient than DTW-based methods and robust to noisy annotation. Besides, heuristic methods are often related
to specific tasks [11]and depend on domain knowledge. Reyes-Ortiz et al. [54] designed temporal filters to recognize actions
as well as postural transitions. In addition, various studies on deep learning methods have been conducted recently, mainly
derived from Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [55–57] and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [58]. These methods
explored relationships between the temporal and spatial dependency of recordings and sensors. Zeng et al. [45] applied
CNNwith partial weight sharingmethod. The framework they proposed achieved outstanding performance on three popular
datasets.

In this paper, contrary to traditional feature extraction and learningmethods restricted in low- andmid-level descriptions
of signals, we achieve semantic understanding of sensor-based human actions through learning latent action patterns. To
the best of our knowledge, our method proposed is the first attempt to explicitly apply a feature learning method to high-
level representations in sensor-based HAR tasks. Furthermore, we present a brand new framework to synthesize multi-level
features, integrating signal-based (low-level), components (mid-level) and semantic (high-level) information together.
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of Multi-Level Complementary Feature Learning (MLCFL). In the first phase, low-level features are extracted from frames and sub-
frames. In the second phase, mid-level representations can be obtained through hard coding processes and occurrence statistics. In the third phase,
MLPL would be implemented on the Compl feature (the concatenation of low- and mid-level features), where MLCF can be obtained as the output of
the framework.

3. Method

Our framework consists of three phases in interpreting the signal: (i) low-level feature extraction; (ii) mid-level com-
ponents learning; (iii) high-level semantic understanding. The low-level description analyzes the temporal and frequency
property of signals while the mid-level representation is a statistical description of either shared or distinctive components
(motion primitives). The high-level feature describes the action by distinguishing the specific action pattern it belongs to.
The flowchart of the framework is illustrated in Fig. 1.

3.1. Low-level feature extraction

In this phase, low-level features are extracted from raw signals to learn properties in the time and frequency domain.
Three popular features, namely statistical values, FFT coefficients and ECDF-PCA, are involved in this work and a brief
description is presented as follows.

3.1.1. Statistical values
Statistical metrics analysis is one of the most common approaches to obtaining feature representations of raw signals.

Statistical values in this work refer to time-domain features [9,10], including mean, standard deviation, energy, entropy and
correlation coefficients.

3.1.2. FFT coefficients
Frequency domain techniques [11,12] have been extensively applied to capture the repetitive nature of sensor signals.

This repetition often correlates to the periodicity property of a specific action such aswalking or running. The transformation
technique used in this paper is Fourier Transform (FT) through which dominant frequency components in the frequency
domain can be procured.

3.1.3. ECDF-PCA
ECDF-PCA [42] was brought up on the expertise analysis of inertial signals recorded by the triaxial accelerator sensor.

It applies the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) on signals. Then ECDF feature [16] is procured by inverse
equal probability interpolation, through which data are normalized and preserve its inherent structure at the same time. A
PCA method is then implemented on this normalized data.

3.2. Mid-level components learning

The mid-level learning method is a general approach in pattern recognition. Dictionary learning methods such as bag-
of-words (BOW) [43] and sparse coding [13] are the most popular approaches for obtaining mid-level representations.
Compared with low-level feature extraction which involves analyzing properties in the time and frequency domain, mid-
level learning focuses on the structural composition. In this paper, we implement BOW in signal processing. The obtained
mid-level feature is the statistical description of components of the signal.

The dictionary is first formed from training data through the K-means algorithm [15]. In particular, frames are broken
into overlapping sub-frames which are smaller in length. Low-level features are extracted from sub-frames and then the
K-meansmethod is used to construct themotion-primitive dictionary. K clusters are generated and the dictionary is formed
by cluster centers. We define a set of samples as {x1, . . . , xn}, xi ∈ Rd×1, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and each sample xi is associated
with an index zi ∈ {1, . . . , K }. If zi = j ∈ {1, . . . , K }, xi is in the jth cluster. The center of the jth cluster is denoted as mj =∑n

i=11{zi = j}xi/
∑n

i=11{zi = j}, mj ∈ Rd×1. mj refers to a word while j refers to the corresponding index in the dictionary.
When a new sample xi comes in, the corresponding index zi can be determined by zi = argminj∈{1,...,K }(xi − mj)(xi − mj)T.

With the learned dictionary, a new symbolic sequence shown in Fig. 2 can be derived from raw signals by densely
extracting low-level features from sub-frames and retrieving them from the dictionary. In the end, the mid-level feature
is represented by occurrence statistics of motion primitives in the frame.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of symbolic sequences generated by different dictionary sizes in mid-level learning. From top to bottom: raw data, cluster assignments,
of which the dictionary size is 100 and 300 respectively.

3.3. High-level semantic understanding

Generally speaking, one specific actionwould be highly identifiable if each pattern of the action had been learnt. Similarly,
descriptions capturing properties of each distinctive distribution in the feature space would be more discriminative than
the ones that only capture the generic but ambiguous characters of the whole distribution. Inspired by Wang’s method [32]
of learning a weakly-supervised dictionary for discriminative subjects in images, we propose Max-margin Latent Pattern
Learning (MLPL) in sensor-based signal processing. In general, the objective of this algorithm is to identify each specific
class by learning a set of latent classifiers, each of which can be a discriminative description of a certain action pattern.
The high-level feature is represented by the combination of confidence scores belonging to each latent class. Specifically,
the latent pattern learning problem in this work, as shown in Fig. 3, can be divided into two aspects: (i) maximizing the
inter-class difference, namely the differences between one specific action and other actions; (ii) maximizing the intra-class
difference, namely the differences among different patterns of one specific action.

We first present a brief notation ofMultiple-Instance Learning (MIL). InMIL, a set of bags are defined asX = {X1, . . . ,Xm},
and each bag contains a set of instances X i = {xi1, . . . , xin}, where xij ∈ Rd×1. Only one label can be assigned to a bag and
instances inside it. The bag would be labeled as positive if there exists at least one positive instance, while being labeled
negative only when all of the instances in it are negative. In computer vision, the bag model is a natural description of the
image because the image commonly consists of a set of subjects and the label of the image can only be determined by subjects
of interest. Compared with the traditional MIL problem, the concept ‘bag’ is simplified in our problem as labels of the whole
signal are provided. Therefore, learning the ‘interest’ from the background would be evaded. The goal of our method is to
learn various patterns of actions.

To simplify the notation, we define instances from the ith class, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, as a set X i = {xi1, . . . , xin}, where
xij ∈ Rd×1, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In addition, each set X i is associated with the label Yi ∈ {0, 1}. When modeling latent patterns in
the ith class, Yi = 1, otherwise Yi = 0. For each class, we assume it contains K latent classes, each of which corresponds to a
cluster in the feature space. Intuitively, we assume there are 5 different patterns in class ‘check gaps on the front door’ and
‘close both left door’ respectively. Fig. 4 shows examples of patterns (latent classes) learned byMLPL. Multi-scale policy [59]
is introduced in this paper to learn latent patterns fromvarious semantic levels aswell asmitigate uncertainty in determining
concrete number of latent classes.

During the learning phase, each instance xij is associated with a latent variable zij ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K }. Instance xij is in the
kth positive cluster if zij = k or in negative cluster if zij = 0. Considering that MIL is applied in our method to find distinctive
latent classes, maximizing differences between one latent class and others is required. Besides, latent classes that belong to
the ith class need to be distinguished from the jth class, where i ̸= j. Consequently, from the feature distribution perspective,
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Fig. 3. Illustration of Max-margin Latent Pattern Learning (MLPL). Circle and star represent two specific classes. Two different colors of each class are
related to two latent classes which can be distinctive descriptions of action patterns. The confidence score is obtained by calculating the distance between
the latent class margin and the instance in the feature space. The combination of the confidence scores of all the latent classes forms the semantic feature
representation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

a natural idea is to maximize the margin among intra- and inter-class. To meet that demand, multi-class SVM is an ideal
solution. In particular, SVM with linear kernel is used for its generality and efficiency. Each latent class is associated with a
linear classifier, in which f (x) = wTx and weighting matrix is defined as

Wi = [w0,w1, . . . ,wK ],wk ∈ Rd×1, k ∈ [0, 1, . . . , K ] (1)

where wk represents the model of the kth latent class if k is positive; w0 denotes the negative cluster model. Therefore, we
learned K + 1 linear classifiers for each class andm ∗ (K + 1) for total.

Intuitively, the latent label of the instance xij is determined as the most ‘positive’ one.

zij = argmax
k∈{0,...,K }

wT
kxij (2)

The multi-class hinge loss forces latent classifiers to be distinct from each other. It can be defined as:

L(W; (xij, zij)) =

∑
ij

max(0, 1 + wT
rijxij − wT

zijxij) (3)

where rij = argmaxk∈{0···K },k̸=zijw
T
kxij.

The objective function can then be defined as:

min
W,zij

K∑
k=0

∥wk∥
2
+ α

∑
ij

max(0, 1 + wT
rijxij − wT

zijxij),

s.t. if Yi = 1, zij > 0, and if Yi = 0, zij = 0,
(4)

where rij = argmaxk∈{0,...,K },k̸=zijw
T
kxij.

The first term in Eq. (4) is for margin regularization and the second term is the multi-class hinge loss maximizing both
inter- and intra-class margins. α balances the weight between two terms. In MLPL, all negative instances are utilized in the
optimization step. Latent labels in each class are initialized by K-means and updated according to their ‘positiveness’ to each
latent class. Constraint in Eq. (4) forces the function to learn latent patterns in the ith class. Though the optimization solution
problem is a non-convex one, a local optimization can be guaranteed once the latent information is given [60]. We takewT

kxij
as confidence scores of xij belonging to the kth latent class. Output descriptors are thus represented by the combination of
confidence scores belonging to each latent class. Our method is different from [32] in three aspects. First, our work focuses
on mining latent patterns rather than differentiating subjects of interests from the background. Second, latent classes are
learned from all positive instances. The instance selection is removed as there are no background subjects in our problem.
Third, instead of using the fixed number of latent classes, multi-scale strategy is adopted so that latent classes can be learnt
at different semantic scales. We concatenate features learned by each scale.
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Algorithm 1Max-margin Latent Pattern Learning: MLPL
Learning latent patterns
Input: Training Instances X={X1, . . . ,Xm}, number of latent patterns per class K
Loop ℓ: Positive instances Xℓ, negative instances X − Xℓ

Initialization: For negative instances, zij=0. For positive instances, zij is initialized by K-means.

Iteration: N times
Optimize Wℓ: Solve the multi-class SVM optimization problem

min
Wℓ

K∑
k=0

∥wk∥
2
+ α

∑
ij

max(0, 1 + wT
rijxij − wT

zijxij),

where rij = argmaxk∈{0···K },k̸=zijw
T
kxij.

Update zij: For positive instances:

zij = argmaxk∈{1,···,K }(wT
kxij − wT

0xij),

Output: The learned classifiersW=[W 1,. . . ,Wm].

Semantic representation
Input: Instances X
Output: F(X) = WTX

In our MLCFL framework, the MLPL process is implemented on the concatenation of low- and mid-level features, where
we obtain MLCF as the output of the feature learning stage and input of the classification stage.

4. Experiments and results

In this section, we first describe the datasets, evaluationmethod and experimental settings for the framework. Moreover,
we compare our framework, MLCFL, with other closely related methods and test the framework with three classifiers. Then
we demonstrate the effectiveness of Max-margin Latent Pattern Learning (MLPL), the complementary property of low-
level and mid-level features. We further conduct intra-personal (tasks performed by one person) and inter-personal (tasks
performed by different persons) experiments. In the end of this section, we explore the sensitivity of parameters.

4.1. Dataset

We evaluate the proposed Multi-Level Complementary Feature Learning (MLCFL) framework on three popular datasets,
namely Skoda, WISDM and Opp. Experimental settings on the three datasets are listed as follows.

Skoda [39] Skoda Mini Checkpoint contains 16 manipulative gestures, which are performed in a car maintenance scenario
and collected by 3D acceleration sensors. Only one worker’s data are recorded, including actions such as ‘open hood’,
‘close left hand door’, etc. The sampling rate is 96 Hz. In our experiments, 10 actions and a null class from one right
arm-sensor are taken into consideration. 4-fold cross validation is conducted.

WISDM [40] The dataset is collected by Android-based smart phones in 36 users’ pockets. Records comprise 6 daily actions
such as ‘jogging’, ‘walking’, etc. Data are collected through controlled laboratory conditions and the sampling rate is 20Hz.
We conduct 10-fold cross validation on this dataset.

Opp [37,38] Opportunity Activity Recognition is collected by 242 attributes in the scene that simulates a studio flat. The
sampling rate of triaxial accelerometers is 64 Hz. In this paper, only data collected by the single inertial sensor on the
right low arm are utilized, including 13 low-level actions (‘clean’, ‘open’ and ‘close’, etc.) and a null class. 5-fold cross
validation is conducted on this dataset.

4.2. Evaluation method

In HAR, data are severely unbalanced. Some classes are overrepresented while others are scarce. To adapt this character-
istic, we apply the weighted F1 score for evaluation.

Weighted F1 Score We denote TP and FP as the number of true positives and false positives respectively, and FN as the
number of false negatives. Thus, weighted F1 score can be formulated as follows:

precisioni =
TPi

TPi + FPi
(5)
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Fig. 4. Illustrations of latent class. Two classes in Skoda, ‘check gaps on the front door’ (a) and ‘close both left door’ (b), with their three latent classes are
shown in raw signal. Each row refers to a latent class, where five samples are selected. Rows compare differences among latent classes and columns show
the similarity in one specific latent class.

recalli =
TPi

TPi + FNi
(6)

F1 =

∑
i

2 · wi
precisioni · recalli
precisioni + recalli

(7)

in which i refers to the class index and wi is the proportion of the ith class in all the classes. Unless mentioned otherwise, we
adopt weighted F1 score throughout experiments.

4.3. Experiment setup

To compare with other methods, we follow the dataset settings in Zeng’s work [45]. Specifically, in all three datasets, we
utilize data from a single triaxial inertial sensor. Sensor data are segmented into frames using a sliding window with the
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Table 1
Comparison (classification accuracy) of our presented MLCFL algorithm with
existing methods on three datasets.

Feature Skoda WISDM Opp

Statistical 83.6 95.8 69.4
FFT 81.3 96.4 69.2
ECDF-PCA [42] 85.4 98.1 69.4
W-CNN [45] 88.2 96.9 /a

Stat-MLCF 88.4 98.2 72.8
FFT-MLCF 87.6 98.3 73.5
ECDF-PCA-MLCF 88.7 98.8 72.6

a Performances of W-CNN on 13 actions are not accessible.

size of 64 continuous samples and with 50% overlap. We also test window size of 48, 80 and get F1-value 86.8%, 89.5% on
Skoda respectively. Since a frame may contain different labels, only frames with a single label are taken into consideration
in Skoda andWISDM. But when it comes to Opp, to obtain enough samples, the label of the frame is determined according to
the dominant label. Consequently, Skoda, WISDM and Opp contain around 22,000, 33,000 and 21,000 frames, respectively.
In cross-validation, folds are created by randomly choosing samples from the dataset.

To demonstrate the generalization ability of the proposed framework, we test three prevalent low-level features, namely
statistical values, FFT coefficients and ECDF-PCA. We calculate statistical values (mean, standard deviation, energy, entropy
and correlation coefficients) and FFT coefficients the sameway as Plötz et al. [42] and obtain 23-dimension and 30-dimension
feature vectors for each frame respectively. In our practice, statistical values and FFT coefficients with Z-score normalization
gain significant improvement in performances than original ones. For ECDF-PCA, we normalize the raw signal through 60
points inverse equal probability interpolation along each channel. Then the PCA process is conducted, where 30 principal
components (30 dimensions) are taken as output features. In the mid-level learning phase, the length of the sub-frame for
encoding process is set to 20, and the size of the dictionary is set to 300. We concatenate features from three channels of
a single triaxial inertial sensor and yield 900-dimension sparse representations. In the high-level learning phase, the input
feature is the concatenation of a low-level feature (statistical valueswith 23 dimensions, FFT coefficientswith 30 dimensions,
ECDF-PCAwith 30 dimensions) and its correspondingmid-level feature (900 dimensions). The weight parameter α in Eq. (4)
is set to 1. Besides, the latent-class number K for each class is set to 5 and 10 in two scales. In the step of optimizing W, we
apply linear SVM [61] to handle multi-class classification problem. The number of iterations N is set to 3. Without loss of
generality, settings for features are the same throughout experiments.

We test the performance of the MLCFL framework with three representative classifiers, namely K-Nearest Neighbors
(KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Nearest Centroid Classifier (NCC). In the K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm (KNN),
samples are classified by a majority vote of their neighbors and assigned to the most common label among its K nearest
neighbors. K is set to 5 throughout our experiments. Besides, SVM with linear kernel is a prevalent and efficient solution
in classification. Specifically, Liblinear [61] is used in our experiment.1 Nearest Centroid Classifier (NCC) [37] calculates
Euclidean Distance between test samples and each centroid (mean) of training classes. The predicted label is allocated
according to the nearest class centroid.

4.4. Experiments

In the following sections, we conduct experiments in five respects: (1) comparing with existing methods; (2) conducting
classifiers experiments on MLCF; (3) evaluating the effectiveness of MLPL; (4) exploring the complementary property of the
low-level feature and mid-level feature; (5) performing intra- and inter-personal experiments.

4.4.1. Comparing with existing methods
In this section, comparisons of our framework with several published works are shown in Table 1, including represen-

tative methods: statistical values, FFT coefficients, ECDF-PCA [42] and W-CNN [45]. W-CNN applies CNN with the partial
weight sharing technique to perform HAR tasks. This method achieves high performances in single body-sensor based
classification tasks on three popular datasets. Statistical values, FFT coefficients and ECDF-PCA are respectively utilized
as low-level features in our framework. Their corresponding output features are abbreviated to Stat-MLCF, FFT-MLCF and
ECDF-PCA-MLCF. We follow the metrics in the W-CNN work and present results using KNN in the form of classification
accuracy.

Table 1 illustrates that the general performance of MLCF is the highest. Since our algorithm can be applied as the refining
process of these low-level features, improvements on statistical values, FFT coefficients and ECDF-PCA are obvious. Despite
parameters being generalized on all three datasets, results show that our method still achieves better results than the state-
of-the-art method, W-CNN [45], on available Skoda and WISDM. This shows the effectiveness of MLCFL which integrates
advantages of low-, mid- and high-level analyzes.

1 Different from the Liblinear in high-level feature learning, here we use it as a classifier.
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Table 2
Comparison (weighted F1 score) among low-level features, their mid-level features and MLCF on three datasets using three classifiers.

KNN

Feature Skoda WISDM Opp

low-level mid-level MLCF low-level mid-level MLCF low-level mid-level MLCF

Statistical 83.6 85.3 88.5 95.6 96.9 98.2 67.9 68.5 70.8
FFT 81.3 82.7 87.6 96.3 97.1 98.3 67.3 69.1 71.7
ECDF-PCA 85.4 84.3 88.7 98.1 98.0 98.8 67.6 67.8 70.5

SVM

Feature Skoda WISDM Opp

low-level mid-level MLCF low-level mid-level MLCF low-level mid-level MLCF

Statistical 54.9 81.8 84.4 73.5 92.3 93.9 53.5 63.7 66.2
FFT 50.8 81.6 82.6 86.6 93.6 95.4 50.6 64.8 66.7
ECDF-PCA 40.3 82.4 83.7 77.4 95.5 96.1 47.4 64.6 65.7

NCC

Feature Skoda WISDM Opp

low-level mid-level MLCF low-level mid-level MLCF low-level mid-level MLCF

Statistical 49.6 64.4 65.4 73.3 83.1 83.3 45.8 48.4 51.5
FFT 40.6 61.9 67.2 79.6 81.1 88.6 47.4 43.2 53.9
ECDF-PCA 37.2 63.6 66.6 65.8 87.0 89.8 49.1 52.0 52.3

4.4.2. Results from different classifiers
In this section, we demonstrate the ‘good’ feature property of MLCF by presenting results from three classifiers. Results

from all three datasets are shown in Table 2.
It can be observed from Table 2 that MLCF performs better than low- and mid-level features in all three classifiers

and achieves the best performance using KNN. Though the sparse representation is preferred by linear SVM, MLCF of 187
(Skoda), 102 (WISDM) and 238 (Opp) dimensions still show obvious enhancement compared with mid-level features of
900 dimensions. Besides, the decision process of NCC is based on the distribution of the feature, which suggests that the
distribution of MLCF in the feature space is more regular and discriminative.

4.4.3. The effectiveness of the MLPL process
In this section,we demonstrate the effectiveness of theMax-margin Latent Pattern Learning (MLPL)method. In particular,

we evaluate the MLPL process on three low-level features, their mid-level features and Compl features (the concatenation
of low- and mid-level features). Classification results based on KNN are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 shows that MLPL process achieves remarkable improvements on both mid-level and Compl features. The improve-
ment attributes to their sparse representation which is preferred by the linear SVM solution adopted in MLPL [62]. Compl
feature also takes advantage of the complementary property which is further discussed in Section 4.4.4. Results also show
that MLCF, which is generated by implementing MLPL on the Compl feature, obtains the highest performance within group
comparison on all three datasets. By contrast, performances of low-level features through MLPL degrade, which is partly
due to the low-feature being poorly linearly separable. MLPL is designed to explore distinctive distributions in the feature
space. Directly implementing MLPL on the low-level feature is not efficient considering that its low dimensional description
is not preferred by the linear classifier insideMLPL. In this condition, MLPL would fail to yield strict boundaries among latent
classes.

4.4.4. Linear complementary property
In this section, we demonstrate how complementary property of low-level and mid-level features improves the perfor-

mance. In particular, experiments are conducted to present intuitive comparisons among low-, mid- and Compl features
using linear SVM. Results are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 shows that Compl feature performs relatively better than low-level and mid-level features separately with linear
classifier. As the mid-level feature is based on statistical description of motion primitives, it contains information from a
structural perspective. By contrast, the low-level feature extracted from the raw data can capture detailed information
like statistics property (Statistics values), frequency property (FFT coefficients) and amplitude distribution (ECDF-PCA).
Therefore, low- and mid-level features are designed to describe the signal from different perspectives [15]. Besides, SVM
with linear kernel shows advantages in this condition. This is because in themodeling process, featureweights have inherent
characters for feature selection. This property is especially exploited and enhanced in MLPL considering that clusters of
linear classifiers are involved. Furthermore, latent classes are initialized by K-means in MLPL, thus clusters are likely to
be discriminative in distribution. All those factors contribute to gaining better performances when implementing MLPL on
Compl feature.
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Fig. 5. Illustrations of the effectiveness of the MLPL process. In each figure, from left to right, black bars show results of low-level feature, mid-level feature
and Compl feature; white bars show corresponding results after the MLPL process.

Fig. 6. Comparison of Compl feature toward low- and mid-level features using linear SVM.

4.4.5. Intra- and inter-personal experiments
Intra-personal and inter-personal experiments are also conducted to evaluate our framework in daily life scenes. We

perform intra-personal tests on Skoda and inter-personal tests onWISDM. In intra-personal experiments, since data in Skoda
is recorded by one subject, we divide each class into 6 parts in time sequences and perform 6-fold cross validation. Results
obtained by KNN and SVM are shown in Table 3. In inter-personal experiments, we randomly divide 36 subjects into 10
groups. 10-fold cross validation is conducted on this dataset. The results are shown in Table 4.

MLCF with SVM and KNN generally gain the best performance in both intra-personal and inter-personal test, which can
be observed from Table 3 and Table 4, confirming the robustness of our feature learning framework. In intra-personal tests,
MLCF yields better performance in KNN than in SVM, suggesting that similarity strategy adopted by KNN ismore suitable for
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Table 3
Comparison (weighted F1 score) among low-level, mid-level features and corresponding MLCF in intra-personal experiments on Skoda using KNN and
SVM.

Feature KNN SVM

low-level mid-level MLCF low-level mid-level MLCF

Statistical 80.4 77.7 84.4 53.4 76.8 78.9
FFT 77.9 70.6 82.5 50.2 75.3 76.9
ECDF-PCA 81.5 75.0 83.0 40.0 76.1 77.6

Table 4
Comparison (weighted F1 score) among low-level, mid-level features and corresponding MLCF in inter-personal experiments on WISDM using KNN and
SVM.

Feature KNN SVM

low-level mid-level MLCF low-level mid-level MLCF

Statistical 78.0 76.8 80.7 71.0 79.3 81.4
FFT 83.7 68.3 83.6 85.1 77.0 86.5
ECDF-PCA 77.0 74.5 79.4 73.8 81.0 82.8

Fig. 7. The effect of the latent class size on MLCF. From left to right, classification results of MLCF are obtained by SVM, KNN and NCC, respectively. The
‘multi-scale’ refers to two scales of 5 and 10.

MLCF in inter-personal tasks. Besides, high performance MLCF obtained can be contributed to the fact that action patterns
of specific subject have been learned during training and thus can be decently represented in testing. By contrast, in inter-
personal experiments, MLCF performs better in SVM than in KNN, owing to SVM’s flexibility [63] in dealing with varieties
among subjects.

4.4.6. Complexity
We also estimate the overall complexity. Approximately, given fixed-length sampling series, in the first (low-level)

stage, the complexity depends on types of low-level features extracted. In the second (mid-level) stage, the complexity is
proportional to the product of the size of dictionary and frame. In the third (high-level) stage, the complexity is proportional
to the size of latent classes. A typical training and testing time in our experiment at Sokda using FFT as the low feature and
Liblinear as classifier is 16 min in training 16,500 samples and 1 min in testing 5500 samples (i7-7700HQ, 2.80 GHZ, 8 GB).

4.5. Sensitivity of parameters

This section elucidates the evaluation of the variable sensitivity in our framework, including the number of latent classes
in the MLPL phase and the dictionary size in the mid-level feature learning phase.

4.5.1. Size of latent classes
We evaluate the sensitivity of the latent class size in MLPL on the Opp dataset, the results of which are shown in Fig. 7.

Latent class sizes are ranging from 5 to 40 and the multi-scale is of 5 and 10. Compared with the single scale, the multi-scale
achieves generally the best performance, showing the robustness and effectiveness of learning latent patterns from various
semantic levels. From Fig. 7, it can also be observed that the tendency of the weighted F1 score is inconsistent according to
different classifiers. With SVM, the increasing number of latent classes has positive influence before the size reaches around
30 and after that, the performance slightly degrades. The increase occurs under the circumstance that the specific class is
clustered into proper number of groups which are linearly separable in feature space while the degradation can be caused
by the case that latent classes are too particular and thus over-represented. Specifically, during MLPL, original properly
divided latent classes would be further clustered into small clusters, which are not linearly separable. As MLPL outputs the
description of the confidence score of each latent class, over clustering would lead to confusion. The max-margin strategy
SVM adopts would be sensitive in this confused description. In terms of KNN, the performance is positively related with
increment of the latent class’s size, suggesting K-nearest similarity strategy is resistant to over-clustered cases.
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Fig. 8. The influence of the motion-primitive dictionary size on Compl feature and MLCF. From left to right, Compl feature and MLCF are derived from
statistical values, FFT coefficients and ECDF-PCA, respectively.

4.5.2. Size of dictionary
We also change the dictionary size in mid-level feature learning phase to evaluate its influences on Compl feature and

MLCF. The experiment is conducted on the Skoda dataset with the size of the motion-primitive dictionary ranging from 100
to 800.

As shown in Fig. 8, performances of MLCF positively correlate with the dictionary size in both SVM and KNN while
performances of Compl feature increase and then slightly degrade in SVM but continuously degrade in KNN. Although the
increase in dictionary size involves more detailed motion-primitive description and the statistical process makes feature
robust to noise, larger size may lead to excessively redundant representation, especially when features are concatenated in
three channels. Under this condition, when Compl features are directly fed into classifiers, data around 22,000 frames are
not sufficient in training models. In contrast, MLCF yields better results when the performance of the Compl feature turns to
degrade.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present the MLCFL framework for signal processing in HAR. The framework consists of three parts,
obtaining low-level, mid-level and high-level features separately. The low-level feature captures property of raw signals. The
mid-level feature achieves component-based representation through hard coding process and occurrence statistics. At high
level, the latent semantic learning method MLPL is proposed to mine latent action patterns from concatenation of low- and
mid-level features, during which the semantic representation can be achieved. Our framework achieves the state-of-the-art
performances, 88.7%, 98.8% and 72.6% (weighted F1 score) respectively, on Skoda, WISDM and OPP datasets. Given that the
MLPLmethod has the ability of discovering various patterns inside the specific class, it is possible to apply this framework in
more challengeable scenarios, like tasks without full annotations. So a potential improvement of our future work is tomerge
instance selection processing into current framework in order to deal with weakly learning problems.
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